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Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS), which is associated with an extensive range of clinical and radiological presentations, is the one 
of the most challenging spinal disorders. The goals of surgery are to correct the deformity in 3 dimensions and to preserve motion 
segments while avoiding complications. Despite the ongoing evolution of classification systems and algorithms for the surgical 
treatment of AIS, there has been considerable debate regarding the selection of an appropriate fusion level in AIS. In addition, there 
is no consensus regarding the exact description, relationship, and risk factors of coronal decompensation following selective fusion. 
In this review, we summarize the current concepts of selection of the fusion level for AIS and review the available information about 
postoperative coronal decompensation. 
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INTRODUCTION

Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) is a complex 3-dimen-

sional spinal deformity. The main goal of the surgical treat-

ment of AIS should be to achieve coronal and sagittal balance 

and preservation of motion segments, while avoiding compli-

cations such as curve progression, coronal decompensation, 

junctional kyphosis, adding-on, and the need for revision sur-

gery10,14,22,41,52,58,60). There has been considerable debate about 

the adequacy of selective spinal fusion for AIS. With the de-

velopment of classification systems and instrumentation tech-

niques, the guidelines for treating AIS have undergone signifi-

cant changes. The goal has now shifted to minimizing the 

number of fusion segments and maximizing the number of 

unfused motion segments, expecting that the unfused curve 

will spontaneously accommodate to compensate for the cor-

rected position of the fused curve4). Although spontaneous 

correction of the unfused curve can be achieved after selective 

fusion, postoperative decompensation remains a troublesome 

problem. Even with a precise interpretation of the curvature 

and determination of proper fusion level, there are also many 

cases of postoperative decompensation. Despite the wide-
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spread interest in correcting coronal deformities, there are 

discrepancies in the literature regarding the definition of cor-

onal decompensation, and relevant risk factors have not been 

conclusively established. In this study, based on a literature re-

view, we describe the current concepts of selective fusion in 

AIS, evaluate the available information on the postoperative 

development of coronal decompensation, and summarize the 

outcomes of this complication and related factors. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this review, published clinical studies and review articles 

dealing with selective fusion as a means of surgical treatment 

for AIS were included. PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, and 

Google Scholar were searched from inception through May 

2020 using a predefined search strategy. The following key 

words were searched in the databases : “adolescent idiopathic 

scoliosis,” “selective fusion,” “selection of fusion level,” “coro-

nal decompensation,” and various combinations of these 

terms. A total 68 studies were identified. Case reports and ar-

ticles that did not focus on the selection of the fusion level and 

postoperative changes were excluded. Finally, 28 articles were 

included in this systematic review. The radiological parame-

ters mentioned in this article are summarized in Fig. 1.

HISTORY AND CRITERIA FOR SELECTIVE FU-
SION

Corrective surgery for AIS can provide several benefits to 

affected patients, including improvements in quality of life, 

disability, back pain, psychological well-being, and breathing 

function. According to Ward et al.57), who compared the out-

comes of 190 non-operatively treated AIS patients with those 

of 166 operatively treated patients, statistically significant dif-

ferences were found in self-image, satisfaction, and total score 

in favor of the operative cohort. However, in many previous 

studies, lower back pain and disability occurred over the 

course of long-term follow-up in patients who had long level 

AIS surgery. This was related to degenerative disc disease, a 

late complication. Based on the study of Akazawa et al.1), who 

investigated the long-term (average follow-up period : 35 

years) incidence of lumbar disc degeneration and Modic 

changes in the non-fused segments of patients with AIS who 

previously underwent spinal fusion, it is recommend for the 

lowest fusion level to be L3 or higher in order to reduce the 

risk of disc degeneration in midlife. Selective fusion is a con-

cept that has developed in relation to these problems and is 

defined in this review as selective thoracic fusion (STF) for 

thoracic curves and selective thoracolumbar/lumbar (TL/L) 

curves.

In 1958, Moe36) first introduced the concept of STF for a 

primary thoracic curve with a compensatory lumbar curve 

and noted that the curve pattern suitable to STF was charac-

teristically a primary right thoracic curve with a left lumbar 

Fig. 1. Definition of the radiographic parameters. The Cobb angle of 
thoracic major curve and proximal thoracic curve is 57° and 45°, 
respectively. Upper end vertebra (UEV) means the upper vertebra that is 
most tilted from the horizontal apical vertebra. Apical vertebral 
translation (AVT) means the distance from the CSVL to the mid-point of 
the apical vertebra. Lower end vertebra (LEV) means the lower vertebra 
that is most tilted from the horizontal apical vertebra. Last touched 
vertebra (LTV) means the most proximal vertebra that are touched by 
the CSVL. Stable vertebra (SV) means the vertebra that are bisected or 
nearly bisected by the CSVL. Central sacral vertical line (CSVL) means the 
vertical line that bisects proximal sacrum. UIV : upper instrumented 
vertebra, LIV : lower instrumented vertebra.
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curve, being structural but not as inflexible as a thoracic curve 

with bending to the side. The surgical treatment of AIS has 

made remarkable progress since the development of the Har-

rington rod in the late 1950s15). King and colleagues27) stated 

that successful STF, with the lower instrumented vertebra 

(LIV) at the neutral vertebra (NV) and stable vertebra (SV), 

was performed using Harrington instrumentation with spon-

taneous correction of the lumbar compensatory curve in a 

King-Moe type II curve. The King-Moe classification of idio-

pathic thoracic scoliosis is a long-standing system widely used 

to classify curve patterns and to recommend fusion levels. 

However, a limitation of this system is that it is based only on 

the coronal plane, lacks a defined isolated thoracolumbar 

curve type, and has relatively poor to fair inter-observer and 

intra-observer reliability12,31).

In 2001, to overcome the limitations of the King-Moe classi-

fication, Lenke et al.31) introduced a new classification system 

that redefined the way in which arthrodesis levels are selected. 

The classification combines six coronal curve patterns (1 

through 6) with three lumbar modifiers (A, B, or C) and three 

sagittal thoracic modifiers (minus, normal, or plus), and re-

quires not only standing coronal and lateral full-spine radio-

graphs, but also supine side-bending films. The spinal column 

regions to be evaluated in this system are proximal thoracic 

(PT), main thoracic (MT), and TL/L. The major curve that 

has the largest Cobb angle should always be included in the 

fusion. If the curve is regarded as being nonstructural (cor-

rects to <25° as measured on side-bending radiographs and/or 

kyphosis of <20° between T2–5 and T10–L2), it does not have 

to be included in the fusion. The authors proposed radio-

graphic criteria that should be considered when evaluating a 

patient for STF or TL/L fusion. The thoracic apical vertebral 

translation (AVT) is the distance between the C-7 plumb line 

and the center of the apical vertebral body of the thoracic 

curve. The TL/L AVT is the distance between the center of the 

apical vertebral body of the TL/L and the central sacral verte-

bral line (CSVL)55). The other factor that helps in the decision 

of whether selective fusion is possible is apical vertebral rota-

tion (AVR), which is based on the Nash-Moe grading for ver-

tebral rotation37). They recommended STF for structural 

curves to treat Lenke 1C curves if the ratios of MT : TL/L 

Cobb angle, AVT-MT : AVT-TL/L, and AVR-MT : AVR-TL/L 

are >1.2. Conversely, the recommended ratio for these parameters 

for selective TL/L fusion should be >1.25 (Tables 1 and 2)33).

However, these guidelines are not routinely accepted and 

have several limitations. In Lenke 1C curves, Newton and col-

leagues38) reported that only two-thirds of experienced sur-

geons would perform STF, and Crawford et al.6) noted that 

only 49% (138/264) of patients underwent STF in their series; 

thus, the Lenke lumbar C modifier was termed as a “rule 

breaker.” In addition, the Lenke classification has no lowest or 

uppermost instrumented vertebra criteria and poor inter-ob-

server reliability in the PT curve.

STF

Upper instrumented vertebra (UIV)
The preservation of motion is a less important factor in the 

selection of the UIV because the thoracic spine is rigid by na-

ture due to the stabilizing effects of the rib cage and the ster-

num. Selection of the UIV is important for shoulder balance, 

proximal curve progression, and proximal junctional kypho-

sis. Several studies have attempted to establish the best predic-

tors of the need for fusion of the PT curve19,25). If the PT curve 

is structural, should the PT curve be included in fusion? Up to 

what level should fusion be performed?

Lee and colleagues29) proposed that both the PT and the MT 

curves should be fused when the left shoulder was elevated or 

PT curves were rigid, as the correction and fusion of the lower 

thoracic curve aggravated shoulder balance. However, this 

strategy has changed due to advent of strong instrumentation 

systems. Lenke et al.32), who used Cotrel-Dubousset instru-

mentation defined criteria for inclusion of the PT curve in the 

fusion. These criteria included curve magnitude >30° and 

>25° on bending radiographs, AVR ≥Nash-Moe grade 1, AVT 

>1 cm, elevation of the left shoulder or tilt of T1 into the con-

cavity of the PT curve, or location of the transitional vertebra 

between the two thoracic curves at T6 or lower. In 2000, Suk 

et al.49) recommended that the idiopathic thoracic scoliosis 

with a PT curve of more than 25° and a level or elevated left 

shoulder should be considered a double thoracic curve pattern 

and should be treated by fusion of both the proximal and the 

distal curves. Kuklo and colleagues28) retrospectively evaluated 

radiographic parameters associated with the PT curve to de-

termine whether these characteristics could be used to predict 

postoperative shoulder balance. The authors concluded that 

spontaneous PT curve correction consistently occurs after in-

strumented correction of the MT curve. Furthermore, preop-
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erative side-bending radiographs (PT curve f lexibility) are 

positively correlated with postoperative spontaneous PT curve 

correction. Because of the spontaneous correction of PT 

curves, some authors remain skeptical about the extension of 

fusion to T2 or T3 in cases of nonstructural PT curves5). Cil et 

al.5) reviewed the Lenke criteria in their series of patients with 

Table 1. Factors to consider in selective fusion of thoracic curves

Category Criteria Note

Candidates Lenke 1C, 2C, 3C, 4C

Clinical parameters Lifestyle and activity level

Thoracic rotational prominence > lumbar prominence

Soft tissue flexibility : thumb abduction test

Radiographic parameters

Coronal plane ratio criteria AVT thoracic >1.2 Possible if AVT criteria only

AVT thoracolumbar/lumbar >1.2 Better if 2 or 3 criteria met

AVR thoracic >1.2

AVR thoracolumbar/lumbar >1.2

Thoracic Cobb angle >1.2

Thoracolumbar/lumbar Cobb angle >1.2

Sagittal plane criteria Thoracolumbar (T10–L2) kyphosis <10°

Sagittal disc angle below LIV : lordosis

Skeletal maturity Triradiate cartilage : closed

Additional criteria TL/L side bending <25° Possible if TL/L side bending >25° if more criteria are met

TL/L curve <60°

CSL touches thoracic LEV or below

AVT : apical vertebral translation, AVR : apical vertebral rotation, LIV : lower instrumented vertebra, TL/L : thoracolumbar/lumbar, CSL : central sacral 
vertical line, LEV : lower end vertebrae

Table 2. Factors for to consider in selective fusion of lumbar curves

Category Criteria Note

Candidates Lenke 5C, 6C

Clinical parameters Lifestyle and activity level

Lumbar rotational prominence > thoracic prominence

Soft tissue flexibility : thumb abduction test

Radiographic parameters

Coronal plane ratio criteria AVT thoracolumbar/lumbar >1.25 Possible if AVT criteria only

AVT thoracic >1.25 Better if 2 or 3 criteria met

AVR thoracolumbar/lumbar >1.25

AVR thoracic >1.25

Thoracolumbar/lumbar Cobb angle >1.25

Thoracic Cobb angle >1.25

Sagittal plane criteria Thoracolumbar (T10–L2) kyphosis <10°

Skeletal maturity Triradiate cartilage : closed If UIV between T10 and L2

Additional criteria TL/L side bending <25° Possible if >25° if more criteria met

Thoracic curve <40° Possible if >40° if T10–L2 >20° if UIV ≥T10

AVT : apical vertebral translation, AVR : apical vertebral rotation, UIV : upper instrumented vertebra, TL/L : thoracolumbar/lumbar
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nonstructural PT curves, some of whom had undergone PT 

fusion. They concluded that there was no difference in terms 

of outcomes between including a nonstructural PT curve into 

the area of fusion or solely fusing the MT curve, meaning that 

extension of fusion to T2 or T3 is unnecessary. However, 

shoulder balance was not specifically assessed.

In 2008, Ilharreborde et al.19) agreed with the earlier conclu-

sion by Lee et al.29) that no relationship exists between T1 tilt 

and that fusion for the entire PT curve is not necessary for ev-

ery double thoracic curve, and therefore recommended fusion 

of structural PT curves and nonstructural PT curves if T1 tilt 

and shoulder balance are in the same direction and would be 

worsened with correction of the main curve. If shoulder tilt 

and T1 tilt are in opposite directions, they suggested that in-

strumentation of only the part of the upper thoracic curve (T2 

or T3) would be possible19). Elfiky and colleagues9) proposed 

that spontaneous correction of the PT curve after fusion of 

the MT curve occurs in structural curves greater than 35° and 

less than 45°. Thus, a non-fusion strategy may be appropriate 

for PT curves between 35° and 45°. The results of studies on 

UIV selection in AIS with thoracic curves are summarized in 

Table 3.

In summary, many studies have been conducted to deter-

mine the appropriate UIV of thoracic major curves. Based on 

the results of the studies so far, several review articles have 

recommended the following. If the PT curve is structural, the 

UIV is T2 for preoperative left shoulder elevation, T3 for pre-

operative level shoulders, and T4 for preoperative right shoul-

der elevation. If the PT curve is nonstructural, the UIV is the 

upper end vertebra (UEV) of the thoracic major+2 (2 verte-

brae proximal) for preoperative left shoulder, UEV+1 (1 verte-

bra proximal) for preoperative level shoulder and the UEV for 

preoperative right shoulder elevation10,25,26,54). However, no 

consensus guidelines about selection of the UIV, surgical 

methodology, and risk factors for shoulder imbalance and 

proximal junctional kyphosis have been established. Long-

term studies and methodological research are needed to de-

termine the selection of the appropriate UIV for STF.

Lower instrumented vertebra
Although long-term follow-up data on selecting the distal 

fusion level are scarce, it is generally accepted that the area of 

spinal fusion should be as short as possible. Selection of the 

appropriate LIV is important in avoiding distal junctional 

problems such as distal junctional kyphosis (DJK) and add-

ing-on11).

Table 3. Summary of the literature on UIV selection in AIS with thoracic curves

Study Curve type
Total No. 

of patients
Mean age 

(years)

Mean 
follow-up 

(years)
Conclusion

Lee et al.29) (1993) Thoracic major curves 246 15.9 4.8 PT and MT curves should be fused when the left shoulder 
is elevated or there is a rigid upper thoracic curve.

Lenke et al.32) (1994) King type 3 27 15 3 PT curve fusion should be extended to T2 when the PT 
curve is >30° and >20° on bending radiographs.

Suk et al.49) (2000) PT curve >25° 40 15.9 3.1 If PT curve >25°, level or elevated left shoulder, PT curve 
should be treated with fusion.

Kuklo et al.28) (2001) PT curve >20° 85 14.5 3.6 PT curve should be left unfused if the PT curve is flexible. 
Spontaneous PT curve correction consistently occurs 
after instrumentation of the main thoracic curve.

Cil et al.5) (2005) N o n - s t r u c t ur a l  P T 
curve (side bending 
Cobb <25°)

37 15 4.8 In non-structural PT curves, extension of fusion to T2 or T3 
is unnecessary.

Ilharreborde et al.19) (2008) Lenke type 1, 2 132 15.2 2.5 Structural PT curves should be fused. If shoulder tilt and T1 
tilt are in the same directions, non-structural PT curves 
should be fused.

Elfiky et al.9) (2011) PT curve >35° 30 16.2 3 A non-fusion strategy may be appropriate for PT curves 
between 35° and 45°.

UIV : upper instrumented vertebra, AIS : adolescent idiopathic scoliosis, PT : proximal thoracic, MT : main thoracic
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Before the development of instrumentation techniques, fu-

sion from the end to end vertebra (EV) with neutral rotation 

was recommended as the ideal LIV for AIS to prevent the 

adding-on phenomenon11,50). In 1983, King et al.27) recom-

mended the SV, which is the distal vertebra most bisected by 

CSVL, as the LIV when using Harrington rods. However, this 

recommendation became less applicable with the introduc-

tion of more powerful segmental instrumentation systems53). 

With the increased use of thoracic pedicle screws, the LIV se-

lection criteria have been discussed by several authors. Suk et 

al.50) suggested that the LIV should be selected based on the 

relative position of the NV. They recommended selecting the 

NV when it was the same or 1 level distal to the EV of the 

main curve and NV-1 if 2 or more levels separated the EV 

from the NV50). Parisini and colleagues40) considered the rota-

tion of the lumbar vertebra just below the lower thoracic EV as 

an important factor, like the SV position, for determining fu-

sion levels in single thoracic curves where the lumbar com-

pensatory curve does not cross the middle line. If the rotation 

of the first vertebra just below the EV is in the same direction 

as the thoracic curve, and if the SV and EV have a difference 

of >2 levels, then distal fusion to L2 or L3 is recommended. 

Table 4. Summary of the literature on LIV selection in AIS with thoracic curves

Study Curve type
Total No. 

of patients
Mean age 

(years)

Mean 
follow-up 

(years)
Conclusion

Suk et al.50) (2003) King type 3, 4 42 15.5 4.2 When preoperative NV and EV show no more than a 2-level 
gap, fusion should be extended down to NV. When the 
gap is more than 2 levels, fusion should be extended 
down to NV-1.

Parisini et al.40) (2009) Lenke type 1A 31 16.3 Min. 2 If the rotation just below the thoracic LEV is in the same 
direction as the thoracic curve, and SV and EV show 
>2-level differences, fusion should extended to L2 or L3. 
Otherwise, SV-2 or SV-3 should be the distal fusion level.

Wang el al.56) (2011) Lenke type 1A 45 - 3.6 Choosing the first vertebra in the cephalad direction from 
sacrum whose deviation from CSVL is more than 10 mm 
as the LIV provides the best outcomes. 

Sarlak et al.45) (2011) Lenke type 1A 36 15.8 4.3 The distal fusion level should be extended to LEV-1 in 
cases of neutral L3 vertebra and to the LEV in cases of L3 
vertebral tilt. 

Takahashi et al.52) (2011) Lenke type 1B, 1C, 3C 172 14 2 If the SV is below the EV, the LIV should be chosen at least 
1 level distal to the SV. If the SV and the EV are the same, 
the LIV is recommended to be 1 level below the SV/EV.

Matsumoto et al.35) (2013) Lenke type 1A 112 16.1 3.6 Fusion should be extended at least to the LTV to avoid 
postoperative AO.

Hyun et al.17) (2015) Lenke type 1, 2, 3, 4 76 14.7 3.2 To prevent AO or DJK following PSF to L3, the CSVL should 
touch L3 on upright and bending films, the L3/4 disc 
should be flexible, L3 should be neutral (<15°) and ≤2 
cm from the CSVL, and patients should be ≥ Risser 2.

Fischer et al.11) (2018) Lenke type 1, 2 544 14.7 4.1 The LIV should be the LTV or within 2 levels proximal to the 
NV.

Shen et al.46) (2018) Lenke type 1A 55 14.2 Min. 2 Choosing either the SV and LSTV as the LIV can yield 
satisfactory correction results.

Qin et al.42) (2020) Lenke type 2A 101 14.9 Min. 2 The fusion level should be extended to the LSTV in 2A-R (L4 
tilt to right) curves and to 1 level distal from the LSTV in 
2A-L (L4 tilt to left) curves.

LIV : lower instrumented vertebra, AIS : adolescent idiopathic scoliosis, NV : neutral vertebra, EV : end vertebra, Min. : minimum, LEV : lower end 
vertebra, SV : stable vertebra, CSVL : center sacral vertical line, LTV : last touched vertebra, AO : adding-on phenomenon, DJK : distal junctional 
kyphosis, PSF : posterior spinal fusion, LSTV : last substantially touched vertebra
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However, if the rotation of the first vertebra just below the EV 

is in the opposite direction, and if SV and EV show a differ-

ence of ≤2 levels, then SV-2 or SV-3 can be selected as the LIV. 

Wang et al.56), who previously reported that the selection of 

the LIV was closely correlated with the presence of the adding-

on phenomenon, suggested that choosing the first vertebra in 

the cephalad direction from the sacrum whose deviation from 

the CSVL is more than 10 mm as the LIV provides the best 

outcomes, as doing so both prevents adding-on and conserves 

more lumbar motion and growth potential. Sarlak and col-

leagues45) argued that the tilt of L3 and L4 in the coronal plane 

may play a significant role in determining the distal fusion 

level in Lenke 1A curves. They recommended that the distal 

fusion level should be extended to at least lower end vertebra 

(LEV)-1 in type 1A curves with a neutral L3 vertebra, while it 

might be necessary to go down to the LEV with L3 vertebral 

tilt45). However, the selection of a proper LIV for thoracic ma-

jor curves with lumbar modifier C remains controversial. 

Takahashi et al.52) focused on the choice of fusion levels in STF 

of AIS with Lenke type 1B, 1C, and 3C curves. They distin-

guished the curve patterns according to relative positions of 

the SV and the lower EV. If the SV was below the EV, the LIV 

should be chosen at or at least 1 level distal to the SV. If the SV 

and the EV are same, they recommended choosing the LIV to 

be 1 level below the SV/EV to achieve the greatest correction 

of both thoracic and lumbar curves, as well as trunk shift.

Matsumoto et al.35) investigated the occurrence of and fac-

tors related to postoperative adding-on in Lenke 1A curves. 

They suggested that the LIV should be extended to or beyond 

the last touched vertebra (LTV; the LIV that is touched by the 

CSVL) to avoid the development of postoperative adding-on. 

Fischer et al.11), who evaluated the optimal LIV on the basis of 

rotation or CSVL, proposed that the LIV should be the LTV 

or within 2 levels proximal to the NV. Shen and colleagues ar-

gued that both SV and the last substantially touched vertebra 

(LSTV) can be applicable for the LIV and showed favorable 

outcomes in the management of Lenke 1A curves46). However, 

in comparison with the LSTV, the SV significantly decreases 

the occurrence of the adding-on phenomenon. In a recent 

study by Qin et al.42), Lenke type 2 curves could be classified 

as 2A-R (L4 tilt to right) and 2A-L (L4 tilt to left) according to 

the direction of L4 vertebral tilt. They recommended extend-

ing the fusion level to the LSTV in 2A-R curves and to 1 level 

distal from the LSTV in 2A-L curves to avoid the distal add-

ing-on phenomenon. The results of studies on LIV selection 

in AIS with thoracic curves are summarized in Table 4.

To summary, numerous studies have been conducted on 

the selection of the appropriate LIV in STF for avoiding com-

Fig. 2. A representative case of selective thoracic fusion for Lenke 3CN curves. Preoperative standing posteroanterior radiography showed a right-side 
major thoracic curve of 69.0° and a left-side structural lumbar curve of 48.6°, which was reduced by 28.9° on the side bending �lm. The thoracic apical 
vertebral translation (AVT) was 54.3 mm and the lumbar AVT was 25.5 mm. Considering that the upper end vertebra was T5 with level shoulders, T3 was 
chosen as the upper instrumented vertebra. The lower instrumented vertebra was located at L1, which was the last substantially touched vertebra by 
central sacral line. Therefore, the patient underwent selective thoracic fusion from T3 to L1. 
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plications, such as adding-on and DJK, but this question re-

mains controversial. Further comparative research on various 

criteria is required to improve long-term surgical outcomes 

(Fig. 2).

Selective thoracolumbar or lumbar fusion

UIV
The concept of minimizing the fusion levels and saving mo-

tion segments in TL/L curves are not new in the literature. 

Lenke et al.31), in their new surgical classification system, sug-

gested that the UIV is often at the UEV of the TL/L curves, 

and Sanders and colleagues determined that if the ratio of the 

TL/L to thoracic Cobb angle magnitude is 1.25 or greater, the 

thoracic curve bends out to 20° or less, and the triradiate car-

tilages are closed, TL/L selective fusion showed favorable out-

comes and did not require further surgery44).

Shuff lebarger et al.47) reported favorable outcomes of PSF 

for TL/L curves in AIS using a wide posterior release and pos-

terior pedicle screws from the inferior EV to the UEV. Ac-

cording to long-term data reported by Bennett et al.2), the 

UEV has usually been selected as the UIV in TL/L curves. A 

review article by Trobisch et al.54) provided guidelines for Len-

ke 5C curves and recommended that the UEV should be used 

as the UIV unless it is not at the apex of the thoracic kyphosis. 

In 2014, Okada and colleagues39) published the first compara-

tive study addressing whether a short fusion strategy is appli-

cable in Lenke 5C curves. They reported that not using the 

UEV as the UIV in Lenke 5C curves, but instead having the 

UIV be 1 level caudal to the UEV, is a reasonable alternative as 

a short fusion strategy39). In 2016, Sudo et al.48), who agreed 

with Okada et al.39), reported that radiological and clinical 

outcomes did not differ according to whether the UIV was the 

UEV or 1 level caudal to the UEV. The results of studies on 

UIV selection in AIS with TL/L curves are summarized in Ta-

ble 5.

In summary, in the management of TL/L curves in AIS, 

some consensus has been reached regarding the selection of 

the UIV at 1 level caudal to the UEV as a short fusion strategy 

that can be an alternative to using the UEV.

Lower instrumented vertebra
For TL/L AIS, a short fusion strategy that saves the distal 

motion segment and reduces the risk of disc degeneration and 

low back pain is the goal of surgery. Some authors reported 

that no clinical and radiological differences were observed ac-

cording to the distal fusion level (L3 vs. L4, LEV vs. LEV+1)8,51). 

However, it is still believed that preservation of 1 more distal 

segment may be crucial for achieving a better long-term prog-

nosis.

In 2014, Kim et al.24) evaluated 66 patients with TL/L idio-

pathic scoliosis and suggested that L3 can be the LIV when the 

preoperative L3 crosses the mid-sacral line with rotation of 

less than grade II on bending radiographs. Otherwise, patients 

in whom fusion was extended to L4 showed satisfactory out-

comes. In a subsequent study, Chang et al.3) distinguished LIV 

selection in patients with TL/L idiopathic scoliosis according 

to the f lexibility of the TL curve. If the curve is f lexible (L3 

crosses the CSVL with rotation < grade II), the LIV should be 

selected at L3 (LEV), while if the curve is rigid (L3 does not 

Table 5. Summary of the literature on UIV selection in AIS with thoracolumbar/lumbar curves 

Study Curve type
Total No. 

of patients
Mean age 

(years)

Mean 
follow-up 

(years)
Conclusion

Shufflebarger et al.47) (2004) Lenke 3C, 5, 6 61 - Min. 2 Fusion from the inferior end vertebra to the UEV showed 
excellent outcomes.

Bennett et al.2) (2013) Lenke 3C, 5, 6 26 14.6 Min. 5 The UIV was usually selected to be the UEV in TL/L curves.

Trobisch et al.54) (2013) Lenke 5 - - - The UEV is recommended as the UIV unless it is not at the 
apex of the thoracic kyphosis.

Okada et al.39) (2015) Lenke 5 29 16.8 2.3 One level caudal to the UEV (UEV-1) is applicable to 
posterior correction for Lenke 5 curves.

Sudo et al.48) (2016) Lenke 5 30 14.4 17.2 One level caudal to the UEV (UEV-1) is a reasonable 
alternative to the conventional strategy (UEV).

UIV : upper instrumented vertebra, AIS : adolescent idiopathic scoliosis, Min. : minimum, UEV : upper end vertebra, TL/L : thoracolumbar/lumbar
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cross the CSVL, or rotation ≥ grade II), the LIV should be 

lower, at L4 (LEV+1). Lee and colleagues30) proposed that the 

LTV was an important factor affecting the optimal correction 

rate and progression of adjacent disc wedging. They recom-

mended that if the LEV ≥ L3 and the LTV ≥ L4, distal fusion 

at L3 might be a good choice for saving lumbar motion seg-

ments. However, if LEV ≤ L4 and LTV = L5, caution is re-

quired in selecting the distal fusion level. Recent studies of 

TL/L AIS also documented that stopping fusion at L3 or pre-

serving 1 or 2 mobile segments showed similar clinical and ra-

diological outcomes to those obtained with longer fusions7,20). 

The results of studies on LIV selection in AIS with TL/L 

curves are summarized in Table 6.

Although controversies remain, there is agreement that fu-

sion should be stopped at L3 if certain parameters are met in 

TL/L idiopathic scoliosis. Further comparative, long-term fol-

low-up studies are required to establish definitive guidelines 

for the selection of the distal fusion level of TL/L major curves.

Coronal decompensation
Coronal decompensation is a complication of corrective 

surgery for AIS. The Scoliosis Research Society (SRS) defines 

“decompensation” as a distance of more than 2 cm between 

the C7 plumb line and the central sacral vertical line23,33). Care 

should be taken when choosing the UIV and LIV in selective 

fusion to prevent postoperative coronal decompensation. In 

the literature, coronal decompensation is thought to result 

from misinterpretation of the curvature, choice of an improp-

er fusion level, incorrect rod derotation and direct vertebral 

rotation maneuvers, preoperative lumbar curve characteris-

Table 6. Summary of the literature on LIV selection in AIS with thoracolumbar/lumbar curves

Study Curve type
Total No. 

of patients
Mean age 

(years)

Mean 
follow-up 

(years)
Conclusion

Ding et al.8) (2014) - 60 15.4 Min. 2 There were no significant differences in clinical scores 
between the L3 and the L4 group.

Sun et al.51) (2014) Lenke 5 37 14.9 3.5 There was no benefit of fusing to LEV+1 in moderate TL/L 
idiopathic scoliosis patients compared to fusing to LEV. 
If the TL/L Cobb angle is more than 60°, the distal fusion 
level probably needs to be LEV+1.

Kim et al.24) (2014) Lenke 5 66 15.2 Min. 2 Fusion to L3 showed favorable radiographic outcomes 
when L3 crossed the mid-sacral line with rotation of less 
than grade II in bending films. Otherwise, fusion has to 
be extended to L4.

Hyun et al.17) (2015) Lenke 5, 6 76 14.7 3.2 To prevent AO or DJK following PSF to L3, the CSVL should 
touch L3 on upright and bending films, the L3/4 disc 
should be flexible, L3 should be neutral (<15°) and ≤2 
cm from the CSVL, and patients should be ≥ Risser 2.

Lee et al.30) (2016) Lenke 3C, 5, 6 229 15.6 3.7 Fusion to L3 may be sufficient if LEV ≥ L3 and LTV ≥ L4.

Chang et al.3) (2017) Major TL/L curves 64 15.0 Min. 2 If the curve is flexible (L3 crosses CSVL with a rotation  
< grade II), LIV should be selected at L3 (LEV).

Ilharreborde et al.20) (2017) Lenke 5 78 16.0 4.6 Hyperselective (when the apex was located on a vertebral 
body, fusion extended 1 vertebra below; while if the 
apex was located on a disc, fusion extended 2 vertebrae 
below) posterior fusions can be considered, preserving  
1 or 2 mobile segments, with similar clinical and radiological 
outcomes.

Daher et al.7) (2019) Below L2 with lumbar 
modifier B, C

25 15.2 3.2 Stopping fusion at L3, which presents similar clinical and 
radiographical results in the short term, may be a good 
option in order to save levels in the lumbar region.

LIV : lower instrumented vertebra, AIS : adolescent idiopathic scoliosis, Min. : minimum, LEV : lower end vertebra, TL/L : thoracolumbar/lumbar, AO : 
adding-on phenomenon, DJK : distal junctional kyphosis, PSF : posterior spinal fusion, CSVL : center sacral vertical line, LTV : last touched vertebra
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tics, and overcorrection43,50,61).

Overcorrection of the primary thoracic or TL/L curve has 

been considered the most important factor related to coronal 

decompensation. Winter et al.59) defined overcorrection as 

correction exceeding the f lexibility of the main curve and 

stated and that it will cause problems in compensatory curves. 

Decompensation is believed to be worse when the thoracic or 

TL/L curve undergoes significant correction during surgery, 

but the compensatory curve is not spontaneously corrected 

well enough and is larger than the primary curve after selected 

thoracic or TL/L fusion. To achieve a well-balanced spine, sur-

geons should not perform correction in excess of preoperative 

flexibility and should avoid instrumentation within the “tran-

sitional mobile segments” that form the junction between the 

major and secondary curves53). However, male sex, skeletal 

immaturity, and less correction of the major curve have been 

reported to be associated with a higher rate of coronal decom-

pensation13). Thus, determining the appropriate amount of 

correction during surgery is important to prevent decompen-

sation.

Another causative factor that contributes to decompensa-

tion is selection of an inappropriate fusion level. When per-

forming STF, coronal decompensation is a major concern 

when the LIV is selected distal to the SV. Therefore many au-

thors have suggested selecting the LIV at the SV in the thorac-

ic major curve to avoid postoperative coronal decompensa-

tion21,46,52). Preoperative lumbar characteristics are also 

considered causative factors of coronal decompensation, but 

the details remain controversial. Liu et al.34) claimed that pre-

operative LIV translation and LIV tilt are two important pa-

rameters that predict the immediate postoperative coronal 

balance. During postoperative follow-up, UIV tilt may play a 

highly important role in postoperative coronal decompensa-

tion in TL/L curves34). Hwang et al.16) proposed that less flexi-

bility of the TL/L curve, greater TL kyphosis, and greater dis-

tal junctional angle were predictive factors for immediate 

coronal imbalance in Lenke 5C curves. However, coronal im-

balance was corrected spontaneously with a decrease in the 

LIV tilt. Hence, they suggested that early postoperative coro-

nal decompensation was not a significant factor affecting 

clinical outcomes.

Hyun and colleagues reported risk factors for distal adding-

on or DJK in AIS treated by posterior spinal fusion (PSF) to 

L3 with a minimum 2-year follow-up17,18). In their series, the 

prevalence of distal adding-on or DJK at the final follow-up 

was 13.1%. Multiple logistic regression analysis indicated that 

a preoperative Risser grade of 0 or 1 (odds ratio [OR], 1.8; 

p=0.014), SV-3 at L3 in standing and side-bending (OR, 2.1 

and 2.8; p=0.003 and p<0.001, respectively), total stability 

scores of -5 or -6 at L3 (OR, 4.4; p<0.001), a rigid disc at L3–4 

(OR, 3.1; p<0.001), LIV rotation >15° (OR, 2.9; p=0.001), and 

LIV deviation >2 cm from CSVL (OR, 2.2; p=0.006) were in-

dependent predictive factors. Thus, the authors suggested that 

the CSVL should touch L3 on upright and bending films, the 

TS score should be -4 or less, the L3/4 disc should be flexible, 

L3 should be neutral (<15°) and ≤2 cm from the CSVL, and 

patients should be ≥ Risser 2 to prevent adding-on or DJK 

following PSF to L3. Interestingly, they also reported that the 

prevalence of adding-on or DJK at the final follow-up for AIS 

with LIV at L3 was significantly higher in patients who un-

derwent anterior spinal fusion. In their series, the ultimate 

SRS-22 scores were significantly better in patients who under-

went PSF. Thus, the authors suggested that if the LIV is L3, 

PSF is recommended to achieve the greatest correction of both 

thoracic and lumbar curves, as well as trunk shift, and to pre-

vent adding-on or DJK following fusion to L3. However, due 

to the lack of research on definite radiological parameters and 

long-term follow-up data, the effects of preoperative parame-

ters on coronal decompensation are still being debated.

CONCLUSION

The goal of corrective surgery for AIS is provide balanced 

curve correction while leaving the maximal possible number 

of mobile vertebral segments. Despite the continuing evolu-

tion of classification systems, improvements in instrumenta-

tion, and advances in surgical techniques, the choice of the 

correct fusion levels in AIS is still complex and a consensus 

has not been established. Based on the results of the studies 

that have been conducted so far, some agreement has been 

reached regarding the selection of the UIV in thoracic major 

curves and the UIV and LIV in TL/L major curves. However, 

the selection of an appropriate LIV in STF remains controver-

sial, with considerable differences found among authors de-

pending on their preferences in terms of radiographic param-

eters and complications to avoid. Definitive guidelines for 

choosing fusion levels in AIS have not been standardized.
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Coronal decompensation is a critical complication after 

corrective surgery in AIS. Causative factors that contribute to 

decompensation are male sex, skeletal immaturity, undercor-

rection or overcorrection, selection of an inappropriate fusion 

level, and preoperative clinical and radiographic characteris-

tics. Therefore, spine surgeons should carefully consider the 

factors mentioned above when planning surgery.

Further research is needed to establish definitive guidelines 

for the selection of the fusion level in corrective surgery while 

minimizing coronal decompensation.
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